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Rhyming: Did you know that rhyming is
one of the best predictors of how easily a child
will learn to read? That’s because good rhymers
are better equipped to notice that rhyming words
often have shared letter sequences, such as –all
in tall, ball, and small, which in turn gives them a
considerable head start in learning to read. It’s
helpful to know that children don’t just start off
rhyming. In fact, they generally go through three
stages. In the order of easiest to hardest, those
stages are: 1. Hearing Rhyme - the child grows
accustomed to hearing and repeating rhyme.
2. Recognizing Rhyme - the child can identify two
words that rhyme.  3. Producing Rhyme - the child
can think of a word that rhymes with another.
Simple ways to teach rhyming: Read rhyming
picture books together. A great list is attached.
Check them out at your local library. Share
nursery rhymes with your child. Play rhyming
games.
Check out some simple rhyming games at:
themeasuredmom.com/teach-your-child-to-rhyme
From: All About Learning Press, 5 Ways to Teach
Rhyming, by Marie Ripple

Pete’s Pal of the Week
Pete’s Pal of the week is Leon.  He is 4
years old.  His favorite color is red, and
he likes to eat bacon. Leon likes to go to
the zoo. He has 1 older sister and 1
younger sister.  Thank you for sharing
with us, Leon!

IMPORTANT DATES
Week of November 22nd - Theme: We are

Thankful, Books: Thanksgiving is for
Giving Thanks, Give Thanks Each Day

November 24 - 26 - Thanksgiving Break
Week of November 29th - Theme: Our

Community - Going Green/Taking
Care of our Community, Books: Big
Earth, LIttle Me, The Cleanup Surprise,
Concepts: counting, writing numbers

Be on the lookout for information
about the OPES Holiday Store!
Students will have the opportunity
to shop for family members for the
upcoming holidays!

Mathematics at Home
Idea for the Week: Count during

“waiting” times, such as waiting for a

bathtub to fill or waiting for a turn with a

toy.  You might count up to see how quickly

you can clean up your toys. Or, you might

have someone do a countdown (10, 9, 8, 7,

6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, Blast off!) to see whether

you can get your jacket or shoes on before

“Blast Off!” From: Mathematics at Home

(Prekindergarten Everyday Mathematics)

Wishin� yo� an� you� famil� � Happ�
Thanksgivin�!  W� ar� thankfu� tha� yo�

allo� u� t� teac� you� chil� eac� da�!  Enjo�
th� brea�!


